In Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), cochannel deployment can bound channel access delay and improve network capacity due to mitigating the collision and interference among different Access Points (APs). In this paper, we present a network model and an interference model for multiple APs cochannel deployment and propose a channel assignment mechanism which formulates the channel assignment problem into a time slot allocation problem. Meanwhile, we assign the channel based on the vertex coloring algorithm and make extra polls by utilizing the time slot reservation strategy to improve the channel assignment. Furthermore, we optimize the polling list of APs through classifying the clients to improve the channel utilization. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can improve the performance in terms of network throughput, transmission delay, and packet loss rate compared with the DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) and TMCA algorithms.
Introduction
In recent years, with the development of wireless technologies, the demand of WLANs has risen and its deployment has become denser and denser. The wireless APs are placed everywhere in our daily life environment [1, 2] . A plenty of APs will cause serious collision, influencing users' experience. Hence, eliminating interference among APs under the limited number of channels has become an important issue.
Typically, the clients for IEEE 802.11 operate on the DCF mode, in which clients use the carrier sense medium access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism [3] to compete for the wireless medium to transmit data. Due to the contention nature and throughput fair characteristic of DCF, it is difficult to provide guaranteed bandwidth and bounded access time for each client. Especially, in high density and multi-AP WLANs, high collision probability leads to low efficiency of channel access, and thus too much time is spent in dealing with collision for retransmission [4] . This significantly affects networks performance and user's experience. Although many optimal extensions of DCF are proposed, the competition among nodes cannot be eased and the transmission failure and retransmission increase sharply with the increase of the deployment density. Due to the limitation of DCF, some literatures suggest adopting centralized channel access mechanism such as the Point Coordination Function (PCF). Although PCF provides contention-free channel access among clients, it is mainly designed to be used in single-AP network and cannot be directly used in multi-AP WLANs.
In this paper, we propose a multi-AP deployment framework, which lets all APs operate in the same channel and coordinates them to obtain the appropriate channel, reducing the system interference. The core idea of the algorithm is to maintain moderate cooperation among APs by the central Access Controller (AC) to achieve high channel utilization. As a result, transmission collision is reduced and wasted time is minimized. We first formulate the channel assignment problem into vertex coloring problem and then present an improved channel assignment strategy which makes extra poll for APs without collision. It is referred to as CCA (cochannel assignment) mechanism and it has been demonstrated that this strategy can improve the channel utilization and guarantee the bandwidth demand in our previous work [5] . Meanwhile, aiming at the possible empty polling problem, we also propose a priority channel access strategy 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing to improve the channel utilization, which is referred to as optimized CCA mechanism. We preserve as much features of IEEE802.11 standard as possible. Thus, little hardware modification for APs is needed.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
(1) We present the system framework of cochannel deployment and workflow of coordination data traffic among APs, which formulates the channel assignment problem into vertex coloring problem and gives the constraint conditions for channel allocation.
(2) Benefiting from the cochannel deployment framework, we propose a basic CCA algorithm and an optimized CCA algorithm, which not only provides the high concurrent data transmission, but also reduces some empty poll to further enhance the channel utilization.
(3) Compared to our previous work, we conduct some more simulations under the different network densities and scales to demonstrate the feasibility and improvement of algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we survey some related works in Section 2; in Section 3, the network interference model and conflict constraint are introduced; the cochannel assignment strategy and the priority channel access strategy are presented in Section 4; we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in Section 5 and make conclusion in Section 6.
Related Work
In WLANs, to degrade the interference, the researchers usually assign nonoverlapping channels to neighboring APs. Achanta proposes the classic Least Congested Channel Search (LCCS) [6] algorithm. In the algorithm, APs scan each channel and detect the condition of data transmission in all channels. APs can obtain the load level in each channel and choose the channel in which the load is lighter and the interference is smaller. Since this method only assigns the channel statically on the AP side, the performance may drop sharply under the high density environment. In [7] , the authors propose a kind of global channel allocation method based on graph theory. The main idea is to select the vertex according to the saturation and adjacent degree of vertices to color from the available color sets. A similar channel assignment scheme is proposed in [8] , where the expected transmission delay due to the interference from a neighboring BSS is regarded as the weight of the edge. In [9] , a kind of distributed flexible channel assignment, called DFCA, is designed to assign the channel width and center frequency to each link based on the interfering relation among clients in the network. Similarly papers [10, 11] maximize throughput by the way of allocating nonoverlapping channel. The authors of paper [12, 13] try to eliminate the interference by researching channel allocation and power control jointly. However, both of the methods do not consider the competition between different APs and load distributions. Thus, due to a limited number of channels available, they cannot eliminate interference completely.
Other literatures focus on eliminating the interference by utilizing the PCF (Point Coordination Function). In [14] , the authors propose a kind of collision-free client polling method to mitigate the conflict, which polls the clients in a time slot manner. Though the interference is eliminated effectively, this method needs too much time slots to poll all clients so that the utilization of channel is degraded. In [15] , a client polling framework, named MiFi, is proposed for multi-AP deployment, in which CFPs (contention-free periods) at all APs are synchronized and divided into time slots. Neighboring APs are assigned with different time slots, so as to poll all clients without collisions. Nevertheless, in the AP interference model, there are too many constraints to suppress the concurrent polls, thus resulting in the decline of aggregated throughput. In [16] , the authors describe an adaptive AP cooperation scheme where each AP autonomously controls its polling period according to channel conditions. Yet, these algorithms mainly concentrate on allocating nonoverlapping channels to APs while the coordination mechanism between APs is ignored.
In this paper, we propose a collision-free channel assignment algorithm to improve the aggregated throughput by utilizing cochannel deployment, which consists of three procedures: (1) conducting a basic channel assignment by vertex coloring algorithm that determines the minimum number of time slots; (2) constructing an improved channel assignment by making extra polls for APs to improve the channel utilization; (3) classifying the clients to optimize the polling list of APs and reduce empty polls. Additionally, since all APs only operate in one channel in our algorithm, multiple vertically nonoverlapping channels also can be used to improve the network capacity in high density WLANs.
Network Interference Model
and Conflict Constraint 3.1. Network Model. Figure 1 shows a framework of network deployment. All APs operate in the PCF mode and utilize the same channel. Each client is associated with the AP which has the largest received signal strength indication (RSSI) and can obtain an optimal physical data rate according to the channel condition. The central AC gathers the information of clients by all APs. And with the global information, the AC makes the client data transmission decision in a centralized manner. The workflow is shown in Figure 2 . Due to the global network state awareness of centralized data transmission, the AC gathers all necessary information from other components in this system. In our scheme, the information refers to the associating relation between APs and clients and the neighboring relation among all APs and clients. Then, with the global information, the AC can make an interference table. According to this table, the AC can make an appropriate transmission decision when the AP wants to make polling with a client.
Furthermore, the contention-free periods (CFPs) of APs are divided into several time slots, and within each time slot the AP polls one client or transmits a frame to one of its clients. Different client may have different physical data rates; thus the referred length of time slot Δ can be calculated roughly by where MaxMPDU is the length of the maximum Message Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) and and are the total number of clients and the number of clients whose data rate is , respectively. In addition, the value of Δ can be updated periodically to adapt to the dynamic of network.
Interference Model.
In our proposed channel assignment mechanism, since all APs are operating in the PCF mode, there would not be any interference between two clients in the same AP. However, two clients from neighboring APs may interfere with each other. Assume that two APs of AP and AP have clients totally. The interference probability between AP and AP can be estimated by
Equation (2) is subject to
where describes the interference relationship and Φ and Φ are the sets of clients associated with AP and AP , respectively. Note that the threshold th can change according to the network scenario. 3.3. Conflict Constraint. Naturally, only one client in the same AP is allowed to transmit or receive data during a time slot. Simultaneously, to avoid transmission collisions, interfering clients from neighboring APs should be polled in different time slots. Hence, a variable is defined to denote the time slot assigned to client and then such conflict constraint can be formally expressed as follows:
where is the number of time slots, is the set of clients, and is the set of APs. Furthermore, the conflict constraint of concurrent polling can also be described by a polling conflict graph = ( , ), where each vertex represents an AP, and there is an edge between two vertexes if the interference probability exceeds the threshold th . Figure 3 shows the polling conflict graph for WLANs deployment in Figure 1 .
Note that the problem of polling conflict graph can be solved by the vertex coloring algorithm. In other words, allocating time slot to the corresponding AP in the network is equivalent to coloring a vertex in the graph. However, it is a K-colorable problem in graph theory, which is a well-known NP-hard problem. = MIS(){Use MIS algorithm to find a maximal independent set in } end while
Find the maximal independent sets as { 1 , . . . , }. for = down to 1
Assign minimum available colors to { } and set = 1 of { }. end for Algorithm 1: The basic channel assignment procedure.
Channel Assignment Algorithm
In this section, we propose the CCA mechanism based on vertex coloring for cochannel channel assignment, which includes a basic channel assignment and an improved channel assignment strategy. In addition, to minimize polling overhead, we also propose an optimized CCA, which arranges the different channel access priority based on the clients' load level.
Basic Channel Assignment.
The basic channel assignment for a cochannel deployment is aiming to avoid the interference among APs by allocating time slots to all APs in a collision-free manner based on PCF. It includes two components. The first one is the coloring algorithm given a graph = ( , ) and the number of colors , which seeks out a feasible color scheme with minimal number of colors. The second component works out an efficient slot assignment by using the coloring scheme, which also can be described by time slots assignment matrix.
To solve the vertex coloring problem, a mass of heuristic algorithms has been proposed in graph theory and many of them have been applied into practice, such as the maximal independent set (MIS) [17] and the EXTRACOL [18] which both can provide the optimal results. Thus, we use the MIS algorithm to solve the problem of the vertex coloring graph and realize the basic channel assignment strategy. The procedure is described by Algorithm 1.
We construct the interference collision graph by using the proposed interference model. And then, the MIS algorithm is applied to solve the coloring problem repeatedly and the coloring scheme is recorded. After that, the time slots assignment matrix is established according to the coloring scheme and all APs can poll their associating clients in the assigned time slots. By this procedure, an AP cannot poll any of its associating clients when one of its neighboring APs is receiving or transmitting data from or to its clients.
Time Slots Reservation Scheme.
In the basic channel assignment, part of APs may be idle in some time slots. To utilize such idle time slots adequately and improve channel utilization, we propose an improved channel assignment mechanism that is called time slots reservation (TSR) scheme. Crucially, the AP can poll its associating clients in idle time slots by querying the polling list of all the neighboring APs. As mentioned in previous section, such queries can be supported by the AC with the global network neighboring table and data transmission dynamic information. Therefore, we define the variable sen to denote the set of clients which are in the carrier sensing range of APs. The procedure is described by Algorithm 2.
The idle APs in the next time slot query the set consisting of all adjacent APs and also query the polling list of all neighboring APs in the set . By that, APs can judge whether the next polling client satisfies the conflict constraint, which can avoid the interference among the neighboring APs in the next polling. By this procedure, the concurrent poll is permitted among the neighboring APs, thus resulting in improving the channel utilization. A concurrent data transmitting example shown in Figure 1 is that client 3 can be required to transmit data by the polling from AP2 when the AP1 is transmitting the data to client 1. However, in legacy IEEE802.11 DCF or PCF standard, this concurrency cannot occur due to their CSMA/CA mechanism.
Priority Channel Access
Strategy. Some undesirable poll occurring will result in the wasting of bandwidth if the AP polls some clients without data to send or receive. Therefore, two-class priority client polling mechanism based on queuing theory is proposed in some literatures [19] [20] [21] . However, due to the side-effects of PCF, they work inefficiently in multiple APs cochannel deployment and high density WLANs. Thus, to minimize the waste of bandwidth and polling overhead, we present an optimized CCA strategy, which classifies the clients into three categories and polls them in different priority. The procedure is described by Algorithm 3.
In this strategy, an extra field is used to describe whether the clients need to transmit data. The clients in the polling list of AP are classified into three categories: (1) the clients with both uplink and downlink data, (2) the clients with uplink or downlink data, and (3) the clients without data needed to 
Input:
The original polling list .
Output:
The new polling list ; Procedure: transmit. The AP polls the clients in category 1 with highest priority, assuming that the probability is 1 − . And then, the clients in categories 2 and 3 are polled with probability . Note that the value of probability should be adjusted and the polling list should be updated according to the real network scenario. It is noted that only a trivial modification for the data frame of client is needed to adapt this mechanism. In legacy IEEE802.11 standard, one bit field "more data" in "frame control" field is used to denote that more data will be transmitted from AP to some sleeping clients. In our algorithm, this flag bit also is used by the clients; thus the extra modification hardly occurs for clients. In addition, the time slot allocations for both basic channel assignment and improved channel assignment are updated only when interference or network topology changes. Therefore, the overhead of both mechanisms is negligible compared with data traffic in the network.
Performance Evaluations

Simulation Methodology.
In this section, we conduct simulations by OPNET14.5, evaluate the proposed CCA and optimized CCA mechanisms, and compare them with the basic DCF method and the TMCA algorithm proposed in [22] . In the simulation, we set up the FTP server to simulate the real network traffic and set the uplink and downlink traffic in half, respectively. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1 . The clients are randomly distributed in a 1000 × 800 m 2 field and each client is associated with an AP according to the largest RSSI mechanism mentioned in previous section. And we acquire the transmission rate of each client by utilizing the relationship between the transmission rate and the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) , which is shown in Table 2 [23] .
We evaluate the performance in terms of transmission delay, packet loss rate, and network throughput under the scenario of basic and high density network deployment. The transmission delay refers to the average time from the sending time in source client to the reception time in target client, which is computed by
where is the number of successfully transmitted data frames and RT( ) and ST( ) are the reception and transmission times of the th data frame, respectively.
Simulation in Basic Network
Deployment. The basic network deployment is shown in Figure 4 . Two APs are deployed in the scenario of tight coupling and loose coupling, which denotes that the APs have the same coverage overlap area but they can interfere with each other directly or indirectly, respectively.
Transmission Delay.
We first examine the transmission delay of the DCF, CCA, and optimized CCA algorithms under various client densities, where the number of clients increases from 5 to 30 for each AP. As shown in Figure 5 , the transmission delay of three algorithms increases with the increasing of the number of clients. Reasonably, a larger number of clients result in higher collision probability. Nevertheless, our proposed CCA and optimized CCA algorithms perform almost similarly and better compared with the DCF scheme in both tight and loose coupling deployment. The delay of our algorithms is reduced by 45% in tight coupling and 32% in loose coupling, respectively.
Packet Loss Rate.
We also evaluate the packet loss rate under various client densities. Figure 6 shows the simulation results of three algorithms. Obviously, our proposed algorithms can achieve slightly lower packet loss rate in both tight and loose coupling deployment. The reason is that our algorithms utilize the time-sharing scheduling strategy, which can reduce the occurrence conflict and thus result in the lower packet loss rate. Figure 7 shows the average network throughput tendency as the network density changes. When the number of clients for each AP is not beyond 20, the DCF algorithm obtains better throughput compared with the CCA and optimized CCA algorithms, which may be due to little channel collision and low network overhead for DCF mechanism when the network density is low. However, the network throughput of DCF method begins to decrease as more clients compete for the channel. Our proposed algorithms still keep high throughput in high density deployment. Obviously, the optimized CCA algorithm can achieve higher throughput compared with the other algorithms in high density network, which is due to the priority scheduling policy performing effectively.
Network Throughput.
Simulation in High Density
Network Deployment. We also evaluate our proposed algorithms and TMCA algorithm in more complex and higher density networks; the scenarios are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the transmission delay of our proposed algorithms and TMCA algorithm under the topology depicted in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) . The CCA and optimized CCA algorithms perform better and they can reduce transmission delay by 15% compared with the TMCA algorithm. The TMCA algorithm performs badly in high density deployment due to its binary back-off algorithm. Nevertheless, our proposed algorithms can operate the channel access coordinately among APs and thus result in bounded access delay. Figure 10 shows the packet loss rate for 5 and 9 APs' deployment under various client densities. Obviously, our proposed CCA and optimized CCA algorithms can achieve lower packet loss rate compared with TMCA algorithm. The TMCA algorithm only has three nonoverlapped channels available, which can cause severe cochannel interference when more than three APs are deployed in the same overlap area. However, our proposed algorithms can coordinate AP operating to reduce collisions and packet loss rate.
Transmission Delay.
Packet Loss Rate.
Network Throughput.
The TMCA, CCA, and optimized CCA algorithms are also evaluated in terms of the normalized throughput, which is computed by
where is the measurement data and max and min are the maximum and minimum of the measurement data, respectively. Figure throughput of TMCA algorithm is slightly higher than that of our proposed algorithms when the number of clients is less than 20. But as the number of clients increases, the throughput of TMCA algorithm decreases while those of the CCA and optimized CCA algorithms always stay at a high level and they can achieve 10% improvement compared with TMCA, which is due to more collision for TMCA algorithm only using three nonoverlapped channels. Meanwhile, the optimized CCA algorithm performs more impressively since it optimizes the scheduling strategy and reduces the polling number of those clients without data transmission, thus improving the throughput.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a channel assignment algorithm based on PCF mechanism for multiple APs cochannel deployment scenario. We present the network and interference model and formulate the problem of channel assignment into a vertex coloring problem. We propose the CCA algorithm which assigns the channel based on the vertex coloring approach, and then, by applying time slot reservation, make extra polls to improve the efficiency of channel assignment by applying time slot reservation. In addition, an optimized CCA algorithm also is proposed by classifying the clients and optimizing the polling list to reduce empty polls. Finally, we evaluate the proposed algorithms under different network densities, which shows that our proposed algorithm can obtain high throughput, low packet loss rate, and bounded access delay.
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